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Discover how you can get more value for your business with Postpaid plans from Globe myBusiness. Find out about
ThePLAN today.

Taking into account this trend, Globe myBusiness will help create and maintain the webpage, giving
entrepreneurs a hassle-free experience in running their operations using the online media. Taking into account
this trend, Globe myBusiness will help create and maintain the webpage, giving entrepreneurs a hassle-free
experience in running their operations using the online media. As every peso counts, entrepreneurs are after
solutions that make their businesses easy to find and easy to reach in every way possible. Finally, they can
boost their plans with solutions that help increase productivity and sales of their business. With the new plan,
subscribers get more than what they pay for with a plan value that is almost twice the value of prepaid load.
Even the choice of communication tools is vital to putting their business on the map. Subscribers not availing
of any handset can also get a plan with no lock-up period. Samsung Galaxy S6 edge sets itself apart with some
of its features that can help enterprises run their businesses efficiently while on-the-go with its fast charging
time, unique and personalized notifications, and a premium octa-core processor. Now, customers can get
communication concerns out of the way to better focus on more relevant things to grow their business. Globe
myBusiness is offering the Samsung Galaxy S6 edge with its newest postpaid plans which carry new features
that allow for more quick and efficient management and affords users with their communication needs as
landline calls and a web presence. The consumables can be used to customize their plan with calls, SMS,
mobile internet and gadgets. With our new customizable postpaid plans, our customers get more value for
their money with free services and consumables that are almost double the plan value. The consumables can
be used to customize their plan with calls, SMS, mobile internet and gadgets. With internet penetration
growing at a rapid pace, this feature lets the business stay competitive and easier to search. In the same
manner, while social media accounts on Facebook and Twitter prove to be effective channels to connect and
reach out to new and existing customers, an official webpage not only lends the company a credible image but
makes businesses more visible and easier to search. We understand that small and medium entrepreneurs need
relevant, affordable, and hassle-free solutions that will enable them to run their operations smoothly. Based on
a TNS survey, these entrepreneurs still look at landline services as a valuable communication platform. With
internet penetration growing at a rapid pace, this feature lets the business stay competitive and easier to search.
Aside from creating their own postpaid plans, customers can choose from a wide array of devices not limited
to mobile phones, such as a Lenovo A and Lenovo Idea Tab A, an Acer Aspire E11 laptop or Acer Iconia One
7 tablet and Acer Liquid Z4 smartphone, to name a few. After availment of combo services and free or
discounted gadgets, unused peso value is automatically converted to a monthly consumable amount which can
be used for calls, texts, and mobile surfing services. Postpaid plans that inspire success These customer
insights drive Globe myBusiness, the official unit of Globe Telecom that serves the needs of SMEs, to develop
communication solutions attuned to the needs of entrepreneurs. With the allocated PV for each plan,
subscribers can personalize their plans and choose the best combination of consumables, combo services, and
gadgets that best fit their needs and preferences. Finally, they can boost their plans with solutions that help
increase productivity and sales of their business. By having a DUO landline, mobile phones are no longer just
for calls or SMS, as it also functions as a wireless landline to enable users to continue operations wherever
they are. Also available are the Unli Plan and the all-new Family Plan where subscribers can get as much as 11
lines under one account. For more information on Globe myBusiness, log on to www. The segment likewise
showed outstanding growth in service revenues after posting P6. From a month lock-up, the best-ever
MySuperPlan now offers contract periods from 6, 12, 18 and 30 months. By having a DUO landline, mobile
phones are no longer just for calls or SMS, as it also functions as a wireless landline to enable users to
continue operations. Entrepreneurs can choose a plan for as low as Plan a month to Plan , depending on their
needs and scale of communication requirements. It also has a refined finish, vivid screen display and bright
and clear camera with 16 megapixels and 5 megapixels for the rear and front camera, respectively. With a
monthly PV allocated for each plan, subscribers can avail of combo services and gadgets with corresponding
PVs deductible from the total PV amount of each plan.


